Tested: Arcserve 9240DR Appliance

Complete backup solution
from a single source
Dr. Götz Güttich
With its backup appliances, Arcserve offers enterpriseclass backup solutions for
disaster recovery and application availability. The products not only provide
powerful backup software that can be controlled via a web interface, but also the
hardware required to efficiently perform backups. This includes the necessary storage
capacity so that administrators do not have to purchase additional components to
implement their backup strategies after purchasing the appliance and installing it in
the rack. In the test, the product was able to show what it is capable of.
Backup appliances are particular
ly suitable for use in decentrali
zed environments, branch offices
or smaller companies. However,
they can also be used as primary
backup in larger networks. The
deployment options of Arcserve
Appliances include singlesite,
primarysite, crosssite and cen
tral appliancesite scenarios.
The appliances work with Arc
serve's Unified Data Protection
(UDP) backup software, which
was available to us in Version se
ven at the time of testing and
supports technologies such as da
ta compression and deduplicati
on. On the hardware side, the
systems are based on reliable
hardware from one of the leading
server hardware makers with
flashaccelerated memory, high
computing power, Gigabit Ether
net connections and redundant
hardware.
According to the manufacturer,
the appliances should be up and
running in 15 minutes. Not only
are they capable of backing up
physical machines running Linux
and Windows, they can also back

up virtual machines (VMs) from
Microsoft and Vmware virtuali
zation environments. In addition,
users use the products to back up
Office 365 environments, Ex
change servers, SQL servers,
Oracle installations, Amazon
AWS and Microsoft Azure
workloads, and – when Arcserve
Backup is installed – also Nuta
nix, as well as OS supported by
Arcserve Backup: Solaris, AIX,
HPUX, FreeBSD and IBM Sys
tem z mainframes. The data
backups themselves take place
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either locally on the appliance or
on external storage, as well as in
private or public clouds.
The solutions support the cloud
services Amazon AWS, Arcserve
Cloud (where customers can rent
storage space for their backups),
Eucalyptus, Microsoft Azure and
Rackspace. Cloud storage is par
ticularly suitable for collaborati
on with the Arcserve Appliance
because the associated backup
software has its own highly effi
cient sourcebased deduplication

technology that reduces the need
for bandwidth and cloud storage.
Bare metal restores (BMR), rep
lication and granular restores are
also part of the appliance's capa
bilities. The solutions also sup
port hardware snapshots, high
availability, and tape drive colla
boration.
If required, additional hard drives
can be added to the products to
increase storage capacities nee
ded. Up to 504 terabytes of stora
ge are available on one applian
ce. The central management in
terface allows up to six petabytes
of backup data to be managed in
one place.

of HyperV hosts and Vmware
ESXi hypervisors, and backed up
an Office 365 account. In additi
on, we ran restore operations and
outsourced the backup data to ex
ternal devices.
Initial setup
In order to put the solution into
operation, we connected the app
liance to our LAN via its regular
interfaces and via the appliance
interface. Then we supplied it
with power and booted. The app
liance interface received an IP
address from our DHCP server,
which was shown on a display on
the front of the device. We were
then able to connect to this IP ad

boot process, this system first as
ked the console for the language
settings to be used and asked us
to accept the licensing conditi
ons. After that, a restart was due.
After completing the second boot
process, we first had to set an ad
ministrator password and log on
to the system. Then the Arcserve
Appliance Wizard started auto
matically. This first displays li
cense information and then al
lows administrators to change the
host name and join a domain.
Another restart is then due.
After this reboot, we configured
the local interfaces of the system

In practice, the appliance should
enable a "set and forget" strategy.
For this reason, they are configu
red using wizards that cover their
initial setup configuration.
The Test
For the test, Arcserve provided us
with a 9240DR Appliance with
two Intel Xeon Silver 4114 2.2G
CPUs, 192 GB RAM and a
PERC H730P RAID controller.
This came in two height units
and offered us four Gbit Ethernet
interfaces for connections to the
networks to be secured and an
additional interface for remote
access to the server. The storage
capacity of our appliance was 72
terabytes binary, but devices of
this type can be expanded up to
168 terabytes. The storage was
configured as a RAID6 array
and two additional 1.9 terabyte
SSDs as caches were included in
the scope of services, which were
configured as a RAID1 array.
In the test, we put the system into
operation, backed up Linux and
Windows systems, secured VMs

The initial setup of the appliance is done via a wizard on the local console of
the operating system

dress via our browser and access
the system's console.
Alternatively, since this is stan
dard server hardware, there is al
so the option of connecting the
keyboard, mouse and screen di
rectly to the appliance and per
forming the initial configuration
locally. The operating system
used on the appliance is Win
dows Server 2016. After the first
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– also using the wizard – so that
they worked with a fixed IP ad
dress. Then the appliance was
accessible via the URL htt
ps://{IPaddress of the sys
tem}:8015 via browser.
This whole process already
shows that the Arcserve Applian
ce is not – like many other app
liance offers – a closed system,
but – as the manufacturer says –

an open appliance, where the
users have access to the underly
ing operating system. This opens
up extensive possibilities to adapt
the system to their own require
ments. For example, customers
can install their own antivirus so
lution on the backup system if re
quired.
Scheduling backups
At the end of the setup phase, the
next step was to set up the

zard then asks for the remote re
store point server. This can be
used, for example, if an Arcserve
backup server already exists in
the network. We overlooked this
point in the test, since we were
working with a standalone sys
tem.
Now it was time to define our
first backup plan. We first had to
enter a session password to secu
re access to the session. This way

The UDP Configuration Wizard helps to create a backup plan

backup environment using the
UDP Plan Configuration Wizard.
The wizard wants to know whe
ther the appliance is a standalone
instance or whether the product
should be managed from a diffe
rent console. Since we had only
one device in the test, we chose
the first option.
The wizard then displayed the
storage configuration and wanted
to know the password that would
be used to encrypt the backup da
ta. In the next step we had the
possibility to configure email
notifications. This can be confi
gured either for successful jobs,
for failed jobs or both. The wi

it is possible, among other things,
to allow only certain administra
tors to access certain backup ses
sions.
We were then able to select one
or more nodes to back up from
our network. For Windows devi
ces, this can be done by host na
me and/or IP address, by selec
ting the nodes from the Active
Directory and by importing them
from vCenter/ESXi or HyperV
installations. In the test, we first
selected a physical Windows 10
client (version 1903) from our
Active Directory, which the app
liance was supposed to complete
ly secure.
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The last step in defining the back
plan then consisted of creating a
schedule. We set up the system so
that it first installed the backup
agent on the target system at
12:30 on a Tuesday. In the follo
wing weeks, this job was used to
update the agent if necessary. In
addition, we also specified that
the daily backup should start at
13:00. The first time the system
backs up the computer complete
ly, the next backups are incre
mental. In this context, users can
determine how many recovery
points the system has to maintain.
If the maximum number of reco
very points to be stored is rea
ched, the system automatically
merges the last recovery point
with the full backup. The admi
nistrators do not have to worry
about this and it is also not ne
cessary to create new full
backups during operation.
Once the plan has been defined,
the initial setup is complete and
the appliance starts working. Af
terwards the system behaved as
expected during the test, took the
agent out on our client at the spe
cified time and carried out the
backup half an hour later. Over
all, it took more time to get the
appliance up and running than
the promised 15 minutes, but this
was mainly due to the multiple
boot operations that took some
time on the server hardware. As
far as the actual effective wor
king time is concerned, the ma
nufacturer's statement of 15 mi
nutes should in principle be rea
listic.
The next backups
The backup plan of our Windows
10 client remained in operation
throughout the entire test and re
liably
created
differential
backups of the affected system

every day after the first full
backup. The next step in the test
was to back up a Windows Ser
ver running Windows Server
2019.
We added the server as a backup
node from our Active Directory
to our Arcserve environment and
set up a corresponding backup
plan. As with the Windows 10
client, the appliance first instal
led the agent on the computer to
be protected and then performed
the backup. Backing up Windows
computers is obviously not a pro
blem.

pliance, so the users do not have
to deal with it separately. Once a
Linux backup node has been de
fined, the data backup then runs
exactly the same way as with
Windows using plans. In the test,
we successfully secured machi
nes under Centos 7 in this way.
Backing up virtual environ
ments
Next, we looked at the backup of
virtual machines working in Mi
crosoft HyperV and Vmware
ESXi environments. First, we
had to add our hypervisors,
which were running on Windows

to access the Volume Shadow
Copy Service (VSS) of the affec
ted virtual machine, for example
to perform consistent backups of
SQL Server installations using
snapshots. If this functionality is
not important, the backups can
also be created from switched off
machines. The actual backup
process is not affected.
In general, it was no problem to
create the backups of the VMs.
The restore process also went as
expected. Again, it is possible to
restore the entire VM or indivi
dual files and folders.

Data recovery
At least as important as a suc
cessful backup is the recovery of
the data. In this context, Arcserve
offers to completely restore all
data, select individual data and
perform the recovery to the origi
nal location or to an alternative
destination. In the test we deci
ded at this point to restore the
complete "Users" directory of the
server to an alternative location.
As a target, the appliance offered
us all local drives on the applian
ce itself, including shares pre
viously connected via Windows.
So the restore process to a net
work share that was accessible The dashboard provides information about the overall state of the system
for everyone was no problem.
Server 2019 and Windows Server In Vmware environments, you
Backup of a Linux system
2016 for HyperV and using ES should know that the free ESXi
The backup of a Linux system Xi 6.7 Update 2 for Vmware, as license does not allow backups
works similar to Windows sys nodes to our backup environment with any Backup solution, so also
tems. When inserting the Linux with the appropriate credentials. not with Arcserve. If you use a
node, you have to give the app The appliance then connected to free Vmware hypervisor, you can
liance the SSH access data next the appropriate systems and indi still back up the VMs on it like
to the computer name or the IP cated which VMs were present physical computers using agents.
address, then you can back up the on them. We could then simply
data on Linux systems. For this select them and start or schedule Office 365 backups
to work, the backup software also the backup. In this context, it is Arcserve also offers backups of
needs a socalled Linux backup also important to know that the Office 365 accounts. The system
server. This was set up as a virtu VMs should run under HyperV distinguishes between OneDrive,
al machine under Centos 7 on a during the backup process, other Exchange Server and SharePoint
HyperV basis directly on the ap wise the system will not be able backups. In the test, we backed
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up OneDrive from a normal Offi
ce 365 business account. But first
we had to activate the correspon
ding functionality. To do this, it
is first necessary to use the "In
stallModule AzureAD" com
mand to import the correspon
ding module via Powershell. We
also had to change the execution
policy (also via Powershell) to

ce allows you to automatically
copy the data of created backups
to other storage media.
All administrators have to do is
go to the backup plan whose data
they want to copy and add a new
task within the plan configuration
on the left. The task type in this
case is "Copy recovery points"

Data recovery from a Linux computer

"Remote Signed": "SetExecu
tionPolicy RemoteSigned".
When that was done, we created
a backup plan for an Office 365
OneDrive backup, specified the
appliance as the backup proxy,
and entered the credentials of our
Office 365 subscription. A brow
ser window then opened, allowi
ng us to give the Arcserve UDP
application the right to access the
Graph API of our Office 365 ac
count. The security node was
then available and we were able
to integrate it into our backup
plan. In operation, the backup
then ran as planned.
Outsourcing backup data to ex
ternal storage media
In real life, it makes no sense to
keep backups in one place only.
Therefore the Arcserve Applian

and allows you to specify a local
disk, such as a USB storage devi
ce, or a network share or cloud
storage as the copy destination.
If Arcserve Backup is installed,
also a tape device can be atta
ched. In the test, we used a net
work share defined by a UNC
path for this purpose. There were
no problems. The tasks can also
be used to perform other actions
during operation, such as storing
backup data on tape drives.
Dashboard, analyses and re
ports
A backup solution would be
worth little if the administrators
remained unclear about their acti
ons. That's why the Arcserve Ap
pliance not only provides a dash
board with uptodate informati
on about the status of tasks, the
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number of recovery points and
the like, but also powerful analy
sis and reporting tools. The latter,
for example, provide information
about the trend in backup sizes so
that the responsible employees
can see how long the existing
backup storage will be sufficient.
There are also graphically illus
trated reports that show what the
backup status of the nodes in the
network looks like and, for ex
ample, indicate if backups have
been missed or interrupted. Simi
larly, those responsible are able
to view the occupied storage
space or access the system logs,
among other things.
Conclusion
The backup appliance from Arc
serve fully convinced us in the
test. The solution is easy to set up
and provides a complete backup
environment outofthebox with
all necessary components and a
powerful deduplication function.
This can be easily managed due
to the central management inter
face and it is also possible to add
external assets.
Thus, other Windows servers in
the network can be used as addi
tional recovery point servers at
any time. In this case the mentio
ned systems are used as a second
backup server. No additional li
censes are required. When licen
sing, Arcserve follows the policy
that only one license must be
available to create the original
backup. Users can then export the
backup data from the appliance
as often as they want. Due to the
large scope of performance and
the good usability, we award the
product with the rating "IAITes
ted and recommended" to the one
that has little to criticize (only the
documentation could be clearer).

